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AURORA ELITE
A 5.56mm AR designed for go-anywhere tactical precision!
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Specializing in stainless
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The stainless steel Aurora Elite
features billet upper and lower
receivers, a 14.5-inch barrel, a
Magpul stock and grip, and more
custom-grade enhancements.
Shown with a Bushnell Elite
Tactical SMRS 1-6.5x24mm.
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AURORA ELITE

Continued from page 11
touches not in the system. Working
through the website’s interface, it was possible to move back and forth with ease—I
never had a glitch from start to finish. You
can build your rifle in just a few minutes.

Gun Details

SOT sent me one of its newest Aurora
Elite stainless steel billet rifles for testing. It
came with a nice gray Cerakote finish. The fit
and finish was excellent, with no sharp edges and a smooth and even coating. A flared
magazine well facilitates smooth magazine
swaps, and the oversized triggerguard provides plenty of room for gloved hands. The
lower features a Battle Arms Development
ambidextrous safety as well as a Geissele
SSA trigger. Magpul’s CTR carbine stock is
mated to the six-position buffer tube, and
the MOE+ pistol grip rounds out the lower.
Special Ops Tactical’s GPS handguard
mates perfectly to the upper receiver. Continuous Picitinny rails run along the top and
bottom. Short rails at the front and rear on
each side facilitate lights and other accessories. The smooth area in the middle is
perfect for comfortable handholds. The GPS
covers a 14.5-inch, stainless steel, nickelboron-coated barrel. Pinned to the end of
the barrel is an SOT muzzle brake/flash suppressor to bring the length to 16.01 inches.
The upper also features M4 feed ramps and
a completely nickel-boron-coated M16 bolt
carrier group. Completing the upper is a set
of Magpul MBUS flip-up sights.

On The Range

I tested the Aurora Elite using two different Bushnell Elite Tactical scopes. Most
of the close-quarters work was completed
using the 1-6x24mm Elite Tactical SMRS
using the second-focal-plane BTR-2 reticle. For accuracy testing and some longerrange work, I used the 1-8.5x24mm Elite
Tactical SMRS scope with the same reticle
mounted in the first focal plane.
I’ve been shooting ARs for a couple of
decades and their (Please turn to page 82)

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIAL OPS TACTICAL
AURORA ELITE
Caliber: 5.56mm NATO • OA Length: 33 inches
Barrel: 14.5 inches (16.01 with pinned brake)
Weight: 7.4 pounds • Stock: Magpul CTR
Sights: Magpul MBUS • Finish: Cerakote
Action: Direct impingement semi-auto
Capacity: 30+1 • MSRP: $2,500
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Final Thoughts

There were no malfunctions with
PMAGs, Lancers and several different aluminum mil-spec magazines. This forend is
perfect for me: it’s simple, slim and there’s
no need to add rails. My SureFire Scout
lights and X300 fit perfectly and worked

well. The forend also allowed me to mount
my Blue Force sling. Magpul’s CTR stock
is also one of my favorites since it facilitates optics rather well.
Special Ops Tactical delivered all you
would expect from a high-quality rifle.
The Aurora Elite is as well built as any
I’ve used, including some of my custom
rifles. Its accuracy was excellent, and it
functioned perfectly. The Aurora Elite is
definitely worth its price. For more information, visit specialopstactical.com or call
407-814-3801.
GUN

PERFORMANCE

SPECIAL OPS TACTICAL AURORA ELITE 5.56mm
Load
DoubleTap 55 FMJ
Hornady 60 A-MAX TAP
Hornady 75 TAP HP
HPR HyperClean 55 FMJ
Silver State Armory 77 OTM

Velocity

Accuracy

2,985
2,784
2,610
2,937
2,747

0.75
0.70
0.61
1.18
0.55

Bullet weight measured in grains, velocity in fps by
chronograph, and accuracy in inches for best
five-shot groups at 100 yards.
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accuracy of late is pretty amazing. Early
AR rifles were considered accurated if
their groups were inside the size of a fist;
any more precision required a target rifle.
Given the billet construction of this rifle,
serious accuracy was expected—and it
delivered. Silver State Armory sent me
some new 77-grain OTM ammo that the
company said was “seriously accurate.” It
did not disappoint here with a 0.55-inch
group. Everything but the practice ammo
grouped under 0.75 inches, and even the
practice stuff held a bit over an inch. The
muzzle brake does a pretty good job of
controlling what muzzle rise there is, and
it was not excessively loud. Moving out to
300 yards, the rifle was no less accurate
with a group that measured 1.75 inches.
Swapping scopes to the 1-6x24mm
SMRS, the rifle was completely reliable
and very fast. All of my personal ARs use
the Geissele SSA (with the flat trigger
face), so the Aurora’s trigger felt familiar.

Doubles and triples were fast, with consistent brass ejection. Recoil was minimal
with moderate muzzle blast—a bit more
than a typical flash suppressor, but nothing
like some of the muzzle brakes out there.

